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SeniorsKS Prague Minutes July 2nd and 3rd 2012 
 
1. Next meetings. 
About next meetings, norway partners say they could not solve the situation that prevented 
them to organise the meeting. The Greek partner say that difficulties remain to organise the 
meeting. Now it is not possible to organise the meeting in Athens. 
 
The Italian partner can host a meeting. The Dutch partner says they can also host a meeting. 
The next meeting would be in Rotterdam in Thursday 8th and Friday 9th of November. Not 
definitive, still to be confirmed. 
In 2013 the meeting will be in Módena, keeping the last meeting open for the Norwegian 
or the Greek partner (still to see who could organi se the meeting) 
 
5th and 6th meeting proposal: 

1. Italy:  
a. Ending February - Beginning March 
b. June 

2. Bergen: May 15th-16th 
 
Both partners need to check with their institutions 
 
Bilateral meetings are encouraged to increase the exchange between institutions 
 
2. Activities proposal 
 
Send to the partnership (by mail and publishing in the seniorsks web site) your activitis 
proposal.  
Ralph proposes to add the duration expected and the contact person. 
Any results of this activities will have priority when presenting in the meetings. 
Ad thinks it would be good to add more theoretical concepts (methodology, plus and minuses). 
Roger agrees. 
 
Barbora has prepared some surveys that learners can fill to perform a research and 
comparison. Roger agrees and proposes to combine all surveys that aims different research. 
 
Terry proposes to perform a pilot test or verify the guidebook about pc-setup for eye-sight 
deficiencies. 
 
3. Rotterdam Meeting  
 
Ad, proposes to do have two presentations in Rotterdam (seminar form): 

1. how seniors learn to use internet,  
2. the database of happiness and the influence of education on the happiness and health 

of seniors.  
 
Plenary session 

● More theoretical and methodological in transversal theme issues explained by experts. 
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Workshops (parallel) 

1. For learning to use the tool and centered on learners (but staff/teachers/delegates can 
attend) 

2. For sharing (experiences, pluses, minuses), its like a report of an activity done and that 
allow staff/teachers/delegates to share the expertise, receive suggestions, etc (but 
learners could be also allowed to attend) 

Workshops will allow small groups to discuss and go deep in each partners’ expertise 
 
A google doc can be created with the 3 kinds of activities and later there will be a pool 
The number of workshops will be provided by the availability of the institution. 
 
2 days meeting 

1. First day 
a. Visit of the instituion 
b. Morning: Plenary session 
c. Evening: workshops 2/3 

2. Second day 
a. Morning: workshops 2/3 
b. Evening: coordination meeting 

 
Barbora: 40 estimated participants. 
Terry: The attendants to each workshop could be nominated before the meeting 
Ad proposes to create someplace (google docs) where everybody can put the photo and 
names.  Everybody agree to have it in private place as google docs. 
 
4. Website 
 
Send to Andreas any update on the web page (dissemination, activities, information, etc) 
 
5. Evaluation  
 
Petra will deal with the evaluation procedure. 
Terry: asks for removal of the question of “Meeting scripts”, as it is not clear, it will be changed 
to “meeting documentation”. Any suggestion or question about the evaluation procedure should 
be done to Petra as she is the responsable. 


